Contact list for support with PhD funding applications

Please look at the web page for the relevant Lab or Theme before making contact.

Collections Lab  arts-collectionslab@glasgow.ac.uk
Decolonise Lab  see webpage and contact one of the 4 co-directors
Digital Cultural Heritage Lab  Maria.Economou@glasgow.ac.uk
Digital Departures Lab  see webpage and contact one of the 3 co-directors
Discourses of Sustainability  see webpage and contact one of the 3 co-directors
Equality, Diversity & Inclusion  arts-edi@glasgow.ac.uk
Games and Gaming Lab  gaming-lab@glasgow.ac.uk
Immersive Experiences Lab  Rachel.Opitz@glasgow.ac.uk
Migrations Lab  Mirna.Solic@glasgow.ac.uk
Reading & Writing Death & Dying  see webpage and contact one of the co-directors
Textual Editing Lab  textualeditinglab@glasgow.ac.uk

Themes:

Emotions Across the Disciplines  penelope.morris@glasgow.ac.uk
Energy and Ecology  see webpage and contact either of the co-directors
Heritage, Urban Studies & Development  John.R.Davies@glasgow.ac.uk
Landscapes of Mutability  MinnaKatriina.Torma@glasgow.ac.uk